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GROUP ACTIONS
ON HOMOTOPY COMPLEX PROJECTIVE SPACES

DONG YouP SUH*

1. Introduction

The purpose of this article is to survey recent developments of group
actions on homotopy complex projective spaces and to raise some possi
ble questions one might ask for further research on the subject.

In transformation group theory we usually proceed as follows. We
choose a familiar space Y with a well understood group action of G
as a model space. Suppose X is a space close to Y, for instance, X
is homotopy or cohomology equivalent to Y. We then study when X
admits an effective action of G, and in this case how different is the G
action on X from that of the model space.

In this paper we set the model space to be a complex projective space
P(C n) with a linear action of G, and try to understand smooth G actions
on manifolds X which are homotopy or cohomology equivalent to p(cn).

The following result of Bredon and Su gives an important necessary
condition on existence of Zp action on mod p cohomology p(cn) where
p is an odd prime.

THEOREM 2.3. [Br]. Let X be a smootb Zp manifold witb mod p
cobomology P(cn). Let Fl , ... ,FI be tbe fixed point components. Tben
eacb Fi is a smootb manifold witb mod p cobomology P(Cni), and tbe
inclusion ji : Fi --t X induces a surjeetion H*(X; Zp) --t H*(Fi; Zp)

in tbe mod p cobomology. In addition L:~=l ni = n.

In loose terms, Theorem 2.3 says that any Zp actions on mod p co
homology P(C n

) resemble linear actions as far as mod p cohomology
groups are concerned.
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It is known that there are infinitely many homotopy p(cn), and they
are distinguished up to finite ambiguity by their Pontrjagin classes for
n ~ 4, [Wa]. In other words there are infinitely many smooth manifolds
which are not diffeomorphic to each other but homotopy equivalent to
p(cn) for n ~ 4. Moreover there are only finitely many homotopy
P(Cn)'s with the same Pontrjagin classes.

Here we are interested in the following question: For a given group
G which homotopy p(cn) admits an effective action of G? In this case
how different is the action from a linear action?

One of long standing conjectures on group actions on p(cn) is the
following Petrie's conjecture [Pe]:

Petrie's Conjecture. If a homotopy p(cn) X admits an effective
action of SI, then the total Pontrjagin class p(X) of X is the same as
that of p(cn), which is (1 + x2 )n E H*(X; Z). Here x E H2(X; Z) is a

generator ofH2 (X; Z) ~ Z.

If this conjecture is true, only finitely many homotopy p(cn) can
admit effective SI actions. The conjecture is trivially true for n = 1,2,3,
and proved to be true for n = 4 [De] and n = 5 [Ja]. But it is not known
in general whether the conjecture is true or not.

Finite cyclic group version of Petrie's conjecture is still interesting.
Namely, if a homotopy P(C n ) X admits a finite cyclic group action,
then is p(X) = (1 + x 2 )n E H*(X j Z)? Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.3
800w that the-re aJ;g infinitely -many~ P{Cn ) where finite c.yclic
groups can act effectively with isolated fixed points. This shows that the
finite cyclic group version of Petrie's conjecture is not true for actions
with isolated fixed points.

Group actions on homotopy p(cn) with isolated fixed points are of
one extreme type. The other extreme type is the case when the fixed
point set consists of a condimension 2 submanifold F and an isolated
point P. Such action is called a type 110 action. Theorem 5.4, The
orem 5.6, and Theorem 5.7 are results about type 110 actions. Theo
rem 5.4 shows that if cyclic groups of prime order act on low dimen
sional homotopy P(C n

) X as type 110 actions, then the actions are
algebraically standard. The precise definition of algebraically standard
action is given in Section 4. In particular, algebraically standardness
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implies that p(X) = (1 + x 2 )n, which is the total Pontrjagin class of the
standard p(cn).

Theorem 5.7 shows that there is an integer c(X) which depends on
p(X) such that any type lIo actions of Zp on homotopy P( cn ) X is
algebraically standard if p ~ c(X). If SI acts on a homotopy p(cn) X
with type lIo, then any cyclic subgroup Zp C SI also acts on X with
type lIo. If p is large, then the action is algebraically standard. In
particular, the total Pontrjagin class p(X) = (1 + x 2 )n E H*(X; Z),
where x E H2 (X; Z) is a generator. This shows that Petrie's conjecture
for type lIo action of SI is true. This is a known fact, but here we
provide a new proof for that.

In contrast to Theorem 5.7, Theorem 5.8 shows a different aspect of
type lIo action. Namely if p is relatively small to compare with the
dimension of X, then there are infinitely many X with type 110 actions
of Zp which are not algebraically standard.

In this paper we study two extreme types of group actions on homo
topy complex projective spaces, i.e., one is an action with isolated fixed
points and the other is a type 110 action.

There are many different types of actions in between, and not much is
known for them. One might attempt to find relations between codimen
sion of fixed point sets and algebraically standardness of group actions.
In other word, since the phenomina of algebraically standardness ap
pears when the codimension of fixed point set is minimal, and it breaks
down when the codimension of fixed point set is maximal, one might
attempt to see what happens in between.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss some
basic facts about linear actions on p(cn). In Section 3 we discuss some
background materials such as G surgery theory, and Atiyah-Singer G
signature formula. These are basic tools for later developments. In
Section 4 we study cyclic group actions with isolated fixed points. In
Section 5 we study type 110 actions of cyclic groups.

2. Linear Actions on Complex Projective Spaces

Let V be an n-dimensional vector space over the field C of complex
numbers and let GL(V) be the group of isomorphisms of V onto itself.
Then the group GL(V) is identified with GL(n, C), the group of invert-
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pw

ible square matrices of order n. Let G be a group. Suppose we are
given a homomorphism p : G ---+ GL(V). Then V together with the
homomorphism p is called a complex representation of G. IT V is a real
vector space, then p : G ---+ GL(V) is called a real representation of
G. IT W is a subspace of V and invariant under the action of G, i.e.,
x E W implies p(g)(x) E W for all 9 E G, then W with the restriction
pW : G ---+ GL(W) is called a subrepresentation of V. IT 0 is the only
subrepresentation of V, then V is called irreducible.

EXAMPLE 2.1: Let G be the cyclic group of order m. A complex 1
dimensional irreducible representation tS is defined as follows. The un
derlying vector space is C. Embed G in SI so that G rv {exp 2~i I
k = 1, ... ,m}. Define p : G ---+ GL(e) as follows. Let x E C. Then
p(exp 2~i)(x) = exp 2 ...~si . x. In other words, a generator exp 2;'i of G
acts on C as the rotation by 2;'s.

Two representation V and W are equivalent if there exists an iso
morphism f : GL(V) ---+ GL(W) which makes the following diagram
commutative. pv

G~GL(V)

If
GL(W)

Note that if V and W are representations of G, then V EB W and V ® W
are also representations of G under the following induced homomor
phisms : if we have pv : G ---+ GL(V) and pw : G ---+ GL(W),
then PVEBW : G ...-.+ GL(V EB W) and pv®w : G ...-.+ GL(V ® W) are de
fined by PVEBw(g)(v,w) = (pv(g)(v),pw(g)(w)) and pv®w(g)(v0w) =
pv(g)(v) 0 pw(g)(w) for 9 E G, v E V, and wE W.

Let R( G) be the complex representation ring of G which is defined
as follows. R(G) = {V - W I V and Ware representations of G} / '""
where (V - W) '"" (V' - W') if there exist some representations S and
T such that V EB S and V' EB T are equivalent and WEBS and W' EB T
are equivalent.

It is not difficult to see that R( G) forms a ring under the direct sum
EB and the tensor product 0.

If G = Zm is a cyclic group of order m, then t S are the only complex
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irreducible representations for s = 1, ... ,m and

R(G) ~ Z[t]j(t rn
- 1), see [Se].

Thus any complex representation of G can be expressed as 2:::1 astS

for as E Z.
We use the notation P(C n) = S(en)/ SI: for the complex projective

spaceof dimension 2n - 2. In section 5 we also use the notation cpn-l
for p(cn).

For a representation V of G, S(V) is the unit sphere of V. IT G is a
compact Lie group, then V is equivalent to an orthogonal representation
p : G ---t O(V). Thus S(V) is invariant under the action of G. Then
P(V) = S(V)/SI is a complex projective space with a G action. Such
an action is called a linear actions on complex projective space.

Let X be a G-manifold. Let Gx be the isotropy subgroup of x E X of
G. Then the tangent space TxX has a group representation structure
of Gx. Indeed, p : Gx --+ GL(TxX) is defined by p(g)(v) = Dg Ix (v).
Here Dg is the differential of g. We call it the isotropy representation
at x.

PROPOSITION 2.2. Let G be a cyclic group of odd order m. Let
V = 2::"=1 astS be a complex representation of G. Tben

m m
a) P( V)G = II P(astS

) = II P(ca. ), wbere II denotes disjoint
s=1 s=1

unIon.
b) Let pE P(aktk) C P(V)G. Tben tbe isotropy representation at P

is TpP(V) = L::s# asts- k
.

Proof. a) follows from looking at the action in homogeneous coor
dinates.
b) There exists i such that the point Pi = [0 : 0 : . ··1 : 0·· ·0] (1 in i-th
coordinate) lies in P(aktk). It is an elementary fact that the isotropy
representations

TpP(V) = Tp;P(V")

By using the coordinate chart around Pi,

[ZO ..... z ] --+ (Zo/z - ... ;-/z ... z /z-) E C n
. . n t" I I, n I
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we can see that Tp,P(V) = 2::=1 asts- k
•

Proposition 2.2 shows that for a linear action of Zm on P(C n ) with odd
m, the fixed point set consists of p(cn,), i = 1, ... ,1, and 2:~=1 ni = n.
Moreover it is not difficult to see that the inclusion ji : p(cn,) ----+

p(cn) induces isomorphisms ii : H*(P(C n ); Z) ----+ H*(P(C n ,); Z)
for * ~ 2ni - 2.

Bredon and Su showed that any odd prime order cyclic group action on
a manifold X which is mod p cohomology equivalent to P(en) resembles
a linear action.

THEOREM 2.3. [Br]. Let X be a smooth Zp manifold with mod p
cohomology of P(en). Let F1 , ••. , F I be the fixed point components.
Then each Fi is a smooth manifold with mod p cohomology P(c n

, ),

and the inclusion j i : F i ----+ X induces a surjection H* (X; Zp) ----+

H*(Fi ; Zp) in the mod p cohomology. In addition 2:~=1 ni = n.

It is known that there are homotopy complex projective spaces with
smooth Zp actions such that for some component F of the fixed point
set, H*(F; Z) contains torsion prime to p. Thus even though a smooth
Zp action on a mod p cohomology complex projective space resembles
linear action when we consider mod p cohomology, But considering in
tegral cohomology even a smooth Zp action on a homotopy complex
projective space does not resemble a linear action.

In transformation group theory we usually choose a model case action
which is well understood and try to compare a given action with a model
case action. In our situation a model case action is a linear action on a
(standard) complex projective space.

Thus we may ask the following rather broad question: Suppose a group
G acts smoothly on a homotopy complex projective space. How different
is the action from a linear action?

In the following sections we will discuss more about comparisions be
tween arbitrary actions on homotopy complex projective spaces and lin
ear actions on standard complex projective spaces.

3. Background materials

In this section we discuss some basic materials such as G fiber ha
motopy equivalence, G transversality, G surgery, and Atiyah-Bott's G
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signature formula, which will be used for later constructions of exotic
actions on homotopy complex projective spaces.

In classical surgery theory we usually proceed as follows. We start
with a fiber homotopy equivalence w : ~+ ---+ ~_ between two vector
bundles over a manifold M. We then show that w is properly homotopic
to a map h : ~+ --+ ~_ which is transverse to the zero section M C ~_.

Let X = h-1(M) and f = hlx : X --+ M. Then we have the data
(X,j, b) called a normal map where f : X --+ M is of degree 1, and
b: T X --+ f*(T M + ~+ - ~_) is a stable vector bundle isomorphism.

We want to convert the normal map (X, f, b) via surgery into another
normal map (X', 1', b') such that l' is a homotopy equivalence. This is
not always possible. That is, there is an obstruction a(f), which is an
element of the Wall group L~imM(Z[7l"l(M)],w) such that a(f) = 0 if
and only if we can convert the normal map (X, f, b) into a homotopy
equivalence.

If we want to do the above argument in G-category, with group ac
tions, things are getting complex and sometimes we encounter with new
obstructions. Petrie and Dovermann investigated the case and developed
a theory on the subject, which we now review. A basic reference for this
is [PR].

G fiber homotopy equivalence

Let ~ = (E,p,X) and e = (E',p',X') be G bundles and let f: X --+

X' be a G map. Let u : ~ --+ e and v : ~ --+ e be G bundle maps
over f. We say u and v are G fiber homotopic over f if there is a G
map F : E X I --+ E' such that F(Ex, t) C E!(x) for all x E X, t E I

and F(e,O) = u(e), F(e,l) = v(e) for all e E E. Here E x I is a G
space with the trivial G action on I, and Ex and E/(x) are fibers over

x and f(x) respectively. Let ~ = (E,p,X) and e = (E',p',X) be two
G bundles over X. A G bundle map u : ~ --+ e over Ix is a G fiber
homotopy equivalence if there is a G bundle map u' : e ---+ ~ over Ix
such that u'u and vv' are G fiber homotopic to 1~ and 1~, respectively.
~ and e are stably G fiber homotopy equivalent if there is a G bundle (
over X such that ~ EB ( and e EB ( are G fiber homotopy equivalent.

Let ~ and e be G vector bundles over X. We say that ~ and e are
equivariant J equivalent if there is a G vector bundle ~ and a proper
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fiber preserving G map w : ~ E9 ( --t e Efl ( such that degw~ = ±1
for all subgroups H of G and all x E X H .

Here is a theorem which relates stable G-fiber homotopy equivalences
and equivariant J equivalences.

THEOREM 3.1. [PR]. Let ~ and e be G vector bundles over a
compact G manifold X. Then ~ and e are stably G-fiber homotopy
equivalent if[ ~ and Tf are equivariant J -equivalent.

We now give an example of G fiber homotopy equivalence of G vector
bundles over a complex projective space, which is important in later
sections.

EXAMPLE 3.2. Let p and q be relative prime non-negative integers. Let
a be any integer. Let G be a cyclic group of order m. Consider G x SI
representations

U = t~P +t~q , V = t~pq + t~ .

Here t: is a complex 1 dimensional representation with the action of
G x SI defined by

(
2 ... ; i8) ~ ik8em, e ·z=e m ·e z

for ei8 E SI C C, e 2;;; E G c C, and z E t k = C. Choose natural
numbers r and s such that

-rp+sq "'" 1.

Define a map w : U --t V by

It is known that w is a proper SI map of degree 1. Let A be a unitary
representation of a group G. Then we have an SI equivariant map

Id x w : SeA) x U --t SeA) x V

where the SI action is defined by
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for eiO E SI, and (x, z) E SeA) X U or SeA) x V. Let fJ = (S(A) x U)/S!,
let V = (S(A) X V)/SI be orbit spaces, and let w: fJ ---+ V be the

induced G fiber map between complex vector bundles fJ and V over the
complex projective space peA). Let x E H2(P(A); Z) be a generator.

LEMMA 3.3. The total Pontrjagin classes for bundles fJ and V are

p(fJ) = (1 + o?p2x2)(1 +a2q2x2)

p(V) = (1 + a 2p2q2x2)(1 + a2x2)

Proof. Let "( be the canonical complex line bundle over peA). Forget
ting the G actions on fJ and V we have fJ = "(ap +"(aq and V = "(a +"(apq

where "(k is the k-fold tensor product of r. Since perk) = 1 + k2x 2 we
have the result.

IT de~w: = ±l for all subgroups H of G and all x E X H , then w :
U ---+ V is a G fiber homotopy equivalence. In practice, we can achieve
the condition that deg wIj = ±1 for all subgroups H of G and all x E X H

easily by imposing some conditions on p, q and a. G transversality
Suppose we have a proper G fiber map w : ~ ---+ e' between G vector
bundles over X. When is w properly G homotopic to w' : ~ ---+ e'
where w' is transversal to the zero section X of e ? IT G is trivial, due
to Thorn's transversality theory, this is always possible. But if G is not
trivial, Petrie [PR] found out that there is an obstruction to achieving the
above transversality. Here we only state his result on G-transversality
for the case when G is finite.

For any\rreducible representation X of G d" denotes the real dimension
of the division algebra Homa(x, X). Thus dx = 1,2, or 4. Let w : ~ ---+ e'
be as above. Let x be any irreducible representation of Gx for x E X.
Let ax(x) be the multiplicity of X in (T~)x and bx(x) be the multiplicity
of X in (e')x.

THEOREM 3.4. (G TRANSVERSALITY THEOREM). Under the above
assumption w is properly G homotopic to a G map h transverse to the
zero section X c e if dim F ~ dx(ax(x) - bx(x) +1) -1 for every point
x E X and any X such that bx(x) t- o. Here F is a component of the Gx

fixed point set of X .
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COROLLARY 3.5. Suppose X G consists of isolated fixed points and G
acts semifreely (i.e. the G action on X - X G is free). Then w is properly
G homotopic to a G map h which is transversal to X C e if eIx is a
subrepresentation of (TX EIJ ~)x as a representation of Gx for all x E X.

G-surgery theory

Let f : X ----+ Y be a G map between two G manifolds. G surgery
theory is applied to an object called a G normal map, so that f : X ----+ Y
is converted into a G homotopy equivalence f' : X' ----+ Y The definition
of G normal map varies slightly depending on the surgery problem we
want to solve. For our purpose we use the following definition. For
simplicity, let's assume that each fixed point set X K is connected.

DEFINITION 3.6.. A G normal map w = (X,j, b) consists of the
following data:

(1) f: X ----+ Y is a G map between compact oriented G manifolds.
(2) degfK = 1 for all KeG.
(3) There exists a vertual G vector bundle ~ E KOG(Y) and a stable

G bundle isomorphism b : sTX ----+ sf* ~.

(4) Y K is simply connected, and dim YK is either 0 or greater than
4.

(5) Y satisfies the gap hypothesis, i.e., for each component F ofyK
for 1 t- KeG, 2dimF < dim Y.

(6) X is a stable manifold (iff TX is a stable bundle), that is, for
each x E X the G x representation TxX satisfies

for any irreducible representation X of Gx • Here mx(TxX) is the
multiplicity of X in TxX.

(7) Iso(X) = Iso(Y).

Let w : ~+ ----+ ~_ be a G homotopyequivalence. From Theorem
3.4 we know when w is properly G homotopic to h : ~+ ----+ ~_ which is
transversal to Y. Let h-1(y) = X and f = hl x . Then we have a G map
f : X ----+ Y and a stable G vector bundle isomorphism b : sTX ----+ sf* ~
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where ~ = ~+ - ~_ E KOa(Y). The following theorem shows when this
data (X,!, b) is a G normal map.

THEOREM 3.7. With the above notation~ suppose the following con
ditions:

(1) Y is a smooth compact oriented G manifold, Y K is simply con-
nected, and Y satisfies the gap hypothesis.

(2) Iso(~+) ~ Iso(Y).
(3) TY + ~ is a stable bundle over Y.
(4) w : ~+ -----? ~_ satisfies the G transversality condition in Theorem

3.4.

Then (X,j, b) is a G normal map.

For the proof see Theorem 11.22 of [PR].

It is well known that f : X -----? Y is a G homotopy equivalence
between G manifolds iff fK : X K

-----? y K is a homotopyequivalence
for all KeG. Thus in order to apply G surgery to a G normal map
w = (X,f, b), so that we can achieve a G homotopyequivalence, we
have to do surgery on each w K = (XK,jK,bK ) for all KeG to get
homotopy equivalences t' K : X' K -----? Y K for all KeG. This is not
always possible. Namely, there is a series of obstructions {O"U K)}, one
for each wK.

Here each obstruction O"(fK) is an element of the Wall group L~(G/K,
w). For the definition of Wall group see [Wa].

THEOREM 3.8[WA). Let w = (X,f,b) be a G normal map. Then w
can be converted to a G normal map w' = (X', 1', b') with a G homotopy
equivalence l' : X' ----f Y if and only if O"(fK) vanishe for all KeG.

G-signature Formula

Here we review Atiyah-Bott G signature formula. We first give the
definition of G signature. Let X be a 2n dimensional compact oriented
G manifold. Suppose G preserves the orientation of X. Namely, if
[X] E H2n (X) is the fundamental class of X, then g*[X] = [X] for all
9 E G. Define a bilinear form B on Hn(x; R) by

B(x,y)=(xUy)n[X]
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for x,y E Hn(X;R). Since x U y = (-lt
2
(y U x), B is symmetric

if n is even and skew-symmetric if n is odd. B(gx, gy) = B(x, y) and
B is non-degenerate. Let < , > be a G invariant positive definite inner
product on Hn(x; R). Define a linear map A: Hn(x; R) -+ Hn(x; R)
by B(x, y) =< x, Ay>. Then A is equivariant and A* = (_1)n

2

A.
CASE 1: n is even
Then A* = A. All eigenvalues of A are real. Let H+(resp. H-) be
positive (resp. negative) eigen space of A. These eigen spaces are G
invariant. Thus H± are G representations. Let p± be the corresponding
characters. Thus p+, p- E RO(G) c R(G). The G-signature of X
Sign(G,X) = p+ - p- E RO(G). It is easy to show that Sign(G, X) is
independent of the choice of < , > .
CASE 2: n is odd
If A is skew adjoint, let J = A(AA*)-~, where (AA*)1/2 is the positive
square root AA* . Then J2 = -I, and we can regard Hn( X; R) as a
C-module , where u + iv acts on w E Hn(X; R) by (u + iv) . w =
u - w + J(v . w). This commutes with the G action. Thus we obtain a
character p E R(G). Again, p is independent of the choice of < , >, and
define Sign(G, X) = p - p* E R(G).

The evaluation Sign(G,X)(g) at 9 E G is denoted by Sign(g,X).
If (g) denotes the subgroup of G generated by g, then Sign(g,X) =

Sign( (g) ,X)(g). From the definition G signature is a global property of
the group action on a manifold. But we can relate this global informa
tion to a local behavior of the action. Namely Atiyah and Bott [AB} find
the following theorem.

THEOREM 3.9. (G-SIGNATURE FORMULA).

Sign(g, X) = L L(TF)· £(v(F,X)[F].
FCXg

Here L is the L-polynomial of Pontrjagin classes of T F. F is a com
ponent of the fixed point set X 9 • It should be pointed out that a reversal
of the orientation on a neighborhood of F will cause the change of sign
for the contribution of F in Theorem 3.9.

We are going to use the following proposition which follows easily from
the G signature formula. Suppose N is a neighborhood of the component
FofX 9 inX.
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PROPOSITION 3.10. xg consists of two unions of components B I and
B 2 with neighborhoods NI and N 2 • Suppose there is an orientation
reversing equivariant diffeomorpbism from NI to N 2 . Tben Sign(g, X) =
o.

Proof.

Since there is an orientation reversing G diffeomorphism

In stead of giving a precise explanation of .c(v(F, X)), we will give
explicit formulas for some group actions.

Suppose xg consists of isolated points. Since dim X is even, TpX =
El E9 ... EEl En for p E xg where Ek is a 2-plane where 9 acts on E i by
rotation through an angle (h. Define

n e-i9/e _ ei9/e n ifh
v(p) = IT = IT coth(-).

k=l (1 - e-i9/e )(1 - ei(h) k=l 2

COROLLARY 3.11. Under tbe above assumption

Sign(g,X) = L v(p).
pEXg

Suppose xg consists of a 2n-2 dimensional component F and an iso
lated point p. In this case the normal bundle v(F, X) has a complex line
bundle structure, and let its total Chern class be 1 + Cl (v) E H* (F; Z).
Due to the choice of complex structure Cl (v) is defined up to sign.

Let 0 < () < 1r and let v be any complex line bundle over F write

<Xl

coth(x + iBj2) = ao(l +L ajx j ).
j=l
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Let £e(v) = ao(l +Ej:l ajcl(v)i) E H*(F; Z). Let L(F) be the Hirze
bruch's L-polynomial.

L(F) = 1 + ~Pl(F) + :5 (792pz(F) - Pl(F)z) + ... E H*(F; Z).

Here Pi(F) is the i-th Pontrjagin class of F. Suppose 9 E G is of order p.
Let () = 27r-jp.

COROLLARY 3.12. Under the above assumption Sign(g, x) = ±L(F)·
£e(v(F, X» ± v(p). The signs depend on choices of orientations and
complex stuctures.

G-surgery obstructions

We know that surgery obstructions are elements of the Wall groups
L~(Z[GjK],w). On the other hand it is a fact that surgery obstructions
to achieving G simple homotopy equivalence are elements of the Wall
groups L~(Z[GjK],w).

There is a signature homomorphism

Sign: L~,8(Z[GjK],1) ---+ R(G)

which is defined as follows: If w = (X, f, b) is a G normal map and
a(JK) E L:,8(Z[GjK],1) is a surgery obstruction for even n, then
Sigp.(GjK,a(JK» = Sign(GjK,yK) - Sign(GjK,XK).

THEOREM 3.13. [WA). If G is an odd order cyclic groups,

ker(Sign : Lh(Z[G), 1) ---+ R(G» = { 0 ~ k == 0(2)
Zz If k == 1(2)

and the element in Zz(k _ 1(2» is detected by the Arf invariant of the
normal map forgetting the group action.

The Rothenberg sequence relates the obstruction groups L h and L8
by the long exact sequence

(3.14) Hk+l(ZZ, Wh(G» ---+ Li«Z[G], 1)

~L~(Z[Gl, 1)~ Hk(Zz, Wh(G»
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4. Actions with isolated fixed points

Suppose a group G acts smoothly on a homotopy complex projective
space X 2d with isolated fixed points. Then by theorem 2.3 the number
of fixed points are d + l.

EXAMPLE 4.1. Let G be the cyclic group of order m. Let A = 2:::1 t ai

where ai =!- aj(m) if i f. j. Let X = peA). Then G acts on X with
isolated fixed points {Pi : Pi = [0 : ···0 : 1 : 0···0], 1 in i-th place
1 S; i S; d + I}. Moreover at each Pk the isotropy representation

Tp",X = L tai
-

aA
,.

i:#

Our main interest in this section is as follows: which homotopy com
plex projective spaces admit group actions with isolated fixed points?
IT so, how different are they from linear actions? We will answer these
questions for cyclic groups of odd order.

The first construction of cyclic group of odd prime order actions on
nonstandard homotopy complex projective spaces was done by Masuda
and Tsai [MT].

THEOREM 4.1. [MT]. Let m be an odd prime number and 2d Im-I
for some integer d ~ 2. Then there are infinitely many homotopy complex
projective spaces X 4d- 2 such that G = Zm acts on X with 2d isolated
fixed points.

For a G representation V let A-l(V) = 2:( -l)iAi(V) be the Euler
class of V. In the above theorem X is G homotopy equivalent to P(A)
for some G representation A. Let {pi} denote the isolated fixed points
of both X and peA). Then the expression

can be regarded as quantities which describes to what extent the action
on X resembles a linear action on Peen). In the above theorem Wi(t) f.
±Wj(t).

Tsai [Ts] improved the above result to cyclic groups of odd order, not
necessarily prime.
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Dovermann and Masuda [DM] improved the above result III some
cases. The following theorem is one of them.

THEOREM 4.2. [DM]. Let P and q be relatively prime integers, and
let m be a natural number prime to 2pq(p2 - q2). Let X be a homotopy
P(C4 ) with the first Pontrjagin class Pl(X) = {4 - 4(p2 _1)(q2 -1)}x2

where x generates H 2 (X). Then X admits semifree effective smooth Zm
action with 4 isolated fixed points.

Dovermann informed the auther recently that he could extend Theo
rem 4.2 to homotopy P(C7 ). So far all results are about odd order cyclic
group actions on homotopy P(Cn ) such that n = 0(2).

The only result about cyclic group actions on homotopy P(Cn
), odd

n, with isolated fixed points is given by Tsai [Ts].

THEOREM 4.3. [Ts]. Suppose G is a cyclic group of order m. H
2d I Pi - 1 for each prime factor Pi of m, k is even, and the condition_
(*) is satisfied, then there is a non-standard homotopy p(C2d+I)X and
smooth G action on X with isolated fixed points.

Because of some technical reason the condition (*) will be stated later.
Tsai also gave an example of G action on nonstandard homotopy

P(C 5
) with isolated fixed points.

We now give ideas of proofs of the above theorems.

Proof of Theorem 4.1.

Let G* denote the multiplicative group of units of G. If 2d I m-I,
there is a E G* with order 2d in G*. Now for r t- r' and 1 ::; r, r' :s 2d-1
let

2 2d-l

A = t + ta + ta + ... + t a

U = t? + t:q

V = t: +tiq

(p,q) = 1

r = ±(ar -1) (mod m)
I

rpq == ±(ar
- 1) (mod m).
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We now use the G fiber homotopy equivalence construction of Example
3.2 to get a G fiber homotopy equivalence w: fJ --+ V over peA). Note
that

P(A)G = {Pi = [0 : ... : 0 : 1 : 0 : ... : 0] : i = 1, ... , 2d}
2d-1

TP(A)lpi = L t
ai

(a
j
-1)

j=l

Ulpi = t
airp + t

airq

Vlpi = t air + t airpq = t±ai(a
r
-1) + t±ai(a

rl
-1)

Since tai(a
r
-1) + tai(a

rl
-1) is a subrepresentation of L:~:~1 tai(a

j
-1), by

Corollary 3.5 w is properly G homotopic to h : fJ --+ if such that h
is transverse to peA). Let X = h-1(P(A)), and let f = hlx . We
have f : X --+ P(A) and a stable G vector bundle isomorphism b :
TX --+ f*(TP(A) + fj - if). It is easy to see that such constructed
data (X, f, b) satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 3.5. Thus (X, f, b) is a
G normal map. Since wG : fJG --+ VG is bijective and h is obtained via
G homotopy we may assume that fG : XG --+ P(A)G is bijective. Thus
the only obstruction to achieving G homotopy equivalence via G surgery
is a(f) E L~d_2(Z[G],w). Actually a(f) E L~d_2(Z[G], 1) because G
preserves the orientation of peA).

LEMMA 4.4. Tbe above a(f) vanisbes, if r is even.

Proof. Consider the Rothenberg sequence 3.14

--+ H 4d- 1(Z2; Wh(G)) --+ L~d_2(G,1)

--+ L~d_2(G,1)~H4d-2(Z2;Wh(G)).

It is known that Wh(G) has no torsion. Thus H4d- 1(Z2; Wh(G)) = o.
On the otherhand the result of Dovermann and Rothenberg [DR] tells
us that a(a(f)) = 0 because both TpiX and Tpi+dX are equivalent as
real representations. This means that there is a unique element a8(f) E
L:d _ 2 (Z(G), 1) which maps to a(f). For 9 E G -1let us calculate

Sign(a 8(/))(g) = Sign(g, X) - Sign(g, peA)).
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Sign(g,P(A» = 0 from the definition. Sign(g,X) = L pi EX9=XG V(Pi)
by Corollary 3.11. But IV(Pi) 1=1 V(Pi+d) 1because TpiX and Tpi+dX are
equivalent as real representations. Thus with an appropriate orientation
Sign(g, X) = o. Thus Sign(0"8(1) )(g) = 0 for all 9 E G -1. Theorem 3.13
says that O"s(f) E Z2 is detected by the Arf invariant. Lemma 3.2 of [
MT ] shows that the Arf invariant of 0"s (I) is zero if r is even.

We thus have proved the following theorem which is a sharper state
ment than Theorem 4.1.

THEOREM 4.5. [MT]. Let G be a cyclic group ofodd prime order m.
Let d be a natural number such that 2d \ m-I. Then there exists a ho
motopy complex projective space X(r,p,q) together with a G homotopy
equivalence f : X(r,p, q) -t P(A) such that

(1) TX(r,p,q) is stably isomorphic to f*(TP(A) + fJ - V) as a G
vector bundle.

(2) X(r,p, q)G consists of 2d points.
ir irpq irq irp

(3) Wi(t) = (1 - t a )(1- t a )/(1- t a )(1- t a ) where p, q, r are
defined as above, and r is even.

(4) The total Pontrjagin class of X(r,p, q) is

p(X) = (1 + x 2)2d(1 + r 2p 2x 2)(1 + r 2q2x 2)(1 + r2x 2)-1(1 + r 2p2q2x 2)-1

Proof of theorem 4.2. The basic idea of the proof is the same as the
proof of theorem 4.2. But here we have to make more ~areful choices of
representations A,U, and V. Let positive integers p,q, and m be given
such that

(1) (p, q) = 1 and (m,2pq(p2 - q2)) = 1
set

(2) a = 2, Ul = p, U2 = q
(3) {3 = U2 - Ul

(4) r=-Ul-u2
choose integers c, d, e, f such that

(5) re = apq2 (mod m)
(6) {3c = _ap2 q (mod m)
(7) ref == apq (mod m)
(8) {3cd == rf (mod m)
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obviously

(9) (m,cdef /3r) = 1

By Dirichlet's theorem (each nonzero congruence class contains infinitely
many primes) we may choose c, d, e, f such that

(10) (c,d) = (e,f) = 1

Let A = tal + C al + t a2 + c a2 . Then since (a1 ± a2, m) = (2a1' m) =
(2a2' m) = 1, G = Zm acts semifreely with 4 isolated fixed points P1 =
[1 : 0: 0 : O],pi = [0: 1 : 0: OJ,P2 = [0: 0 : 1 : OJ, and 'P2 = [0: 0 : 0: 1j.

Let U = tOlp + t Olg and V = tOl + t Olpg be two 51 representations8 8 8 8 •

Let B = t{3c + t{3d + re + tr! and C = t{3 + t{3cd + tr + tre! be two G
representations. As in Example 3.2 there is a proper G fiber homotopy
equivalence w : U+ ---t U_ between vector bundles over peA). Let
B = B x P(A) and C = C x P(A) be the trivial G vector bundles over
peA). As in Example 3.2 there is a proper G map w' : B ---t C of degree
1. Let w' : B ---t C be the induced G fiber homotopy equivalence. Set
~+ = U EB B and ~_ = V EB C Let w = wEB w' : ~+ ---t ~_ which is a G
fiber homotopy equivalence. Because of the eareful choice of 4.6 it is not
difficult to that

and

(as real representations) are subrepresentations of

T~+ Ipi = TPi (P(A)) Efl UIPi Efl B
= [t-2ai + t aj -ai + t-aj -aij + [taiap + taiOlg]

+ [t'~c + t(3d + tre + tr!]

and
T~+lpi = Tpi(P(A)) Efl UIPi EB B

= [eai + t aj +ai + t-aj+aij + [t-aiap + raiOlg]

+ [tlk + t(3a + tre + tr!]
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respectively. Thus the G fiber homotopy equivalence w : e+ ---t e
satisfies the condition of the G transversality Theorem 3.4. Therefore
w is G homotopic to h which is transverse to P( A). As in the proof of
Theorem 4.1 this defines a G normal map (X,!, b) with the target space
peA). Moreover fG : XG ---t P(A)G is a bijection. There is a surgery
obstruction a(J) E L~(Z[G], 1). Consider the Rothenberg sequence

o---t L~(Z[G],1) ---t L:(Z[G]; 1)~ H 6 (Z2 ; Wh(G)) ---t

Since Tp ; P( A) and Tp;P(A) are equivalent as real representations 0:(a(f»)
= 0 by the result of [DR]. Since 0:(a(J)) = 0 there exists unique oAf) E
L~(Z(G), 1) which maps to a(J). Since there exists orientation reversing
equivariant diffeomorphism from a neighborhood Ni of Pi to a neighbor
hood Ni of Pi, by Proposition 3.10 Sign(g, X) = O. Then Lemma 4.4
implies that a(f) = O.

Sketch of Proof of Theorem 4.3.

For simplicity we shall prove the theorem only for odd prime order
cyclic group case. As in the proof of theorem 4.1 choose a E G* with
order 2d in G* such that 2d Im - 1. Let

2 2d-l
A = 1 + t a + t a + ... t a

Since a i :t 0 (mod m) for any i and a i :t ai (mod m) for i =J j and
o ::; i,j ::; 2d - 1, P(A)G consists of isolated fixed points. Suppose we
can find a proper G fiber homotopy equivalence w : e+ ---t e- of G vector
bundles over peA) such that (TP(A) +e+ - e-)lp(A)G = TP(A)lp(A)G.
Also assume the following condition (*).
CONDITION (*).: There exists a G vertual vector bundle p = P+ - p_ E
KOG(P(A)) such that

(1) there exists a G fiber homotopy equivalence

c : p+ ---t J.L-

(2) pip; = J.L+ Ip; - p-Ip; = 0 as a real representation of G at each fixed
points Pi E P(A)G. Furthermore, as a complex representation,
if t a - ca is a summand of plpp then there are even copies of
ta - ca in J.Ll p; for each i.

(3) < L(TP(A) +e+ p), [peA)] > = 1.



i = 1, 2, ... , d - 1

j = 0,1, ... , d-1
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We have a G fiber homotopy equivalence w' = w EB c : (~+ E9 fL+) ---.
(~- EB JL-) satisfying the G transversality condition because (TP(A) +
~+ -~- )lp(A)G = TP(A)lp(A)G and JL+IPi = JL-IPi as real representations
of G for all Pi E P(A)G. Thus we can find a G normal map w = (X, f, b)
with f : X ---. peA) and b = TX ----t f*(TP(A) + ~ + JL) where
~ = ~+ - ~- and JL = JL+ - JL-. As before we may assume that fG is a
bijection. So the only surgery obstruction to G homotopy equivalence
is u(f) E L:n(Z[G], 1). Since T(P(A) + ~)lp(A)G = TP(A)lp(A)G and
JLIPi = 0, a(u(f)) = 0 where a is the map in the Rothemberg sequence
3.14, and Sign(u(f))(g) = 0 for 9 =f 1. If 9 = 1, then Sign(0"(f))(1) =
(L(TX), [X]) - (L(TP(A), [peA)]} = (L(TP(A) + ~ + JL), [peA)]} - 1 =
o.

It remains to prove that there exists a proper G fiber homotopy
equivalence w : ~+ --t ~_ of G vector bundles over peA) such that
(TP(A) + ~)lp(A)G = TP(A)lp(A)G.

This can be done as follows. Let qo, ... , qd-l ,Po, ... ,P2d-l be pairwise
relative prime integers such that

Po == -1 (mod m)

Pi == a i - 1 (mod m)
k+"qjPHj == a J -1 (mod m)

qj == f3 (mod m) for all j

where f3 E G* of order 4 and a E G* of order 2d. Let

d-l d-l

U = L t~j +L t~j+Pd+j

j==O j==O

d-l d-l

V = L t~jPj +L f;Pd+
j

j==O j==O

Let

Uo =U,
d-l d-l

U - t + t POP1 +'"' t Pj +'"' t
qj

+Pd+j U1 - s s L...J s L...J s , ... , 2k-l

j=2 j=O

= (2d - l)t s + t~pjIIqj.
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!hen there exists a proper G fiber homotopy equivale~ceW r :J}r -T

Ur + 1 . Thus the composition W+ = W2d-2 0 . ··0 Wo ; Uo -T U2d- 1 is
a proper G fiber homotopy equvialence. Similarly there is a proper G
fiber homotopyequivalence

~

w_ : Vo -T V2d-I'

But fJ2d- 1 V2d - I . Therefore there is a proper G fiber homotopy

equivalence W : fJ -T V. Let ~+ = fJ and ~_ = V. Then it is an
elementary check to see that

(TP(A) + ~)lp(A)G = TP(A)lp(A)G.

Note that the isotropy representations TXlp(A)G are the same as those
of a linear action's.

5. Rigid Versus Nonrigid Actions

In this section we summarize results on cyclic group actions of type
lIo on homotopy complex projective space X i.e., X G consists of a codi
mension 2 manifold F and an isolated point P. The following example
shows a type lIo linear action.

EXAMPLE 5.1. Let G = Zm.

where (a - b,m) = 1, a:t b (mod m). Then P(A) admits a type lIo
action of G such that

Note thatP(nta ) is cpn-l and P(tb) is a point. Here II means disjoint
Uillon.

From now on until the end of this section X is a cohomology cpn
and G is a cyclic group of odd prime order p. Let G acts smoothly
on X with a type lIo action with X G = F IT P. In this section we
use the notation cpn in stead of P(Cn+I ). Let j ; F <-...t X be the
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embedding. By Theorem 2.3 F is a mod p cohomology cpn-l. Since
X is a cohomology cpn

H*(X; Z) ~ Z[xJlx n +1

where x E H 2(X ; Z) is a generator. Set

Dx(F) = I(j*(x)r-
1
[F]I·

This integer Dx(F) is called the defect of Fin X.

DEFINITION 5.2. A type IIoaction of G = Zp on a cohomology cpn
X is called algebraically standard or rigid if the following conditions are
satisfied:

(1) The total Pontrjagin class is

p(F) == (1 + j*x2 )n (mod torsion) in H*(F; Z).

(2) The defect is Dx(F) = 1.
(3) The isotropy representation at the isolated fixed point TpX

nvx(F,X) where vx(F,X) is the normal representation of F in
X at any point x E F.

LEMMA 5.3. Algebraically standard type Uo action satisfies the fol
lowing:

(1) p(X) = (1 + x 2 )n+l
(2) Z[xo]jxo -----t H*(F; Z)jtorsion is an isomorphism where Xo

j*x.

(3) cl(v(F,x» == ±xo (mod torsion).

Proof. Here we only prove (2) and (3).
(1) requires some involved work and we refer the reader to [Ma]. Let
j : F ~ X be the inclusion. Define the Gysin map j! = (n[X])-lj*(nF)
so that we have the commutative diagram:
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The Gysin map has the following properties:

(a) j*j!(IF) = e(v)cl(V), where IF E HO(F; Z) is a generator.
(b) j!(l) = Dx(F)· x

(a) follows from the following commutative diagram

PD j* PD- 1 j*
HO(F) )H2n- 2(F) --> H2n - 2(X) ----+H2(X) --> H2(F)

111
I~

1=

H2n-2(V)

IPD
o Thom.isom. 2

H (F) , H (v,v) ---....

(b) follows from the following formula

j!(u Uj*v) =j!(u) Uu for u E H*(F) and v E H*(X).

Indeed,

Hence j!(l) = Dx(F)· x. The above formula follows from an elementary
calculation. Cl(V) = j*j!(lF) = j*(Dx(F)· x) =1= 0, and j*(x) =f 0 by
Theorem 2.3. Since Dx(F) = 1 (3) follows. Moreover j*(xn- 1 )[F] =
Dx(F) = 1 implies that j*(xn - 1 ) generates H 2n-2(F; Z). This implies
that j*(x) generates H*( F; Z)/ torsion.

The notion of rigid action is first introduced by Dovermann in [D1],
where he proved rigidity of cyclic group of odd order actions on low
dimensional cohomology cpn.
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THEOREM 5.4. [Dl]. Suppose X isacohomologyCpn with a smooth
type IIo action of G = Zp where p is an odd prime.

(1) H n = 1,2,3, the action is rigid for ail p.

(2) H n = 4 and p 2: 5, the action is rigid.
(3) Hn = 5 and

a) p 2: 59 and h1 (p) = 1(2)
( where hI is the relative class number of Z[exp(27rijp)]) or

13) 7 ~ p ~ 53 ,p :f 31,

then the action is rigid.

This theorem gives a positive answer to Zp version of Petrie's con
jecture for low dimensional cpn. Keeping Theorem 5.4. in mind, one
might ask the following question:

QUESTION 5.5. Does there exist a natural number fen) which de
pends only on n such that any smooth type lIo action of G = Zp with
prime p 2: f (n ), is algebraically standard?

Further computer assisted computation in the direction of Theorem
5.4. shows some evidence for positive answer to the above question.
Namely, if n = 6 and 7 ~ p ~ 43, or n = 7 and 11 ~ p ~ 19, then
the type lIo Zp action on cohomology cpn is rigid [DMS]. The upper
limit on p is given not because of some theoretic reasons but because of
computer CPU time restriction. The following theorem gives a partial
answer to 5.5.

For cohomology cpn X, define a sequence of numbers a(X) = {a4k(Xn
such that the total Pontrjagin class p(X) = L: a4k(X)x2k where x is a
generator of H*(X ; Z).

THEOREM 5.6. [DMS]. Let {a4d = a be a sequence of integers.
There exists a constant c(a) such that any smooth Zp action of Type IIo
on X is algebraically standard ifa(X) = a and p is a prime greater than
or equal to c(a).

In contrast to Theorem 5.6. the following theorem shows a different
aspect of type IIo action.
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THEOREM 5.7. [DMS]. Let en = 1 ifn == 3(4) and en = 0 otherwise.
H(n/2) -2(en +1) ~ p, then there are infinitely many homotopy Cpn 's
with smooth Zp actions of type lIo which are not algebraically standard.
In particular, 5.2 (i) is not satisfied for such actions.

Roughly speaking Theorem 5.7 says if the order of the group G is
relatively large to compare with the dimension of the ambient manifold
X, then there are non-algebraically standard type lIo action of G.

Sketch of proof of theorem5.4.

Here we only sketch the proof of part (1). For part (2) and (3) we
refer the reader to (D1].

CASE 1, n = 1:
In this case X = S2 and X G = So. Such an action is in fact G home
omorphic to a linear action. In this case Theorem 5.4 is known to be
true.

CASE 2, n = 2:
Choose 9 E Zp such that the eigenvalue for the normal representation
vx(F,X) for x E F is exp(iO) where 0 = 2

p
1r. From Corollary 3.10 we

have

(5.8) 1 = Sign(g,X) = ±L(F)£o(v(F,X))(F] ± v(p)
00

£o(v(F,X)) = ao(1 + 'EajCl(V)j)
j=l

where coth(x + i:)
shows that

ao(1 + 2:;1 ajx j ). An elementary calculation

iO
ao = coth( 2")

-2
a2=--

1 - cos 0

-2
al = i sin 0

4 (CosO 2)
a3 =-- +-

isinO l-casO 3
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By choosing appropriate integers a and b such that 1 < a ::; (p
1)/2, 1 ::; b::; (p - 1)/2 , 5.8 becomes

1 2
± (1 + 3PI (F) + ... )(ao + aOaIcI(v) + aOa2cI(v) + ... )[F]

iafJ ibfJ
+coth-coth- = 1

2 2

which implies

Thus we have

(5.9)
2CI(V)[F] h ia8 h ibfJ

± 8 + cot -2 . cot -2 = 1.
1- cos

At this moment we need the following number theoretical result.

LEMMA 5.10. [D1]. Let P be an odd prime, and let fJ = 27f/p. Let a
and b be as above. There is a unique integral solution for the equation

2c ia8 ibfJ
-----=- + coth - . coth - = 1
l-cos8 2 2

which is c = -1 , a = 1 , b = 1.

5.2 (iii) follows from a = 1 and b = 1. Lemma 5.10 also implies that
CI(V) generates H 2 (F; Z). In the proof of Lemma 5.3 we found out that
CI(V) =j*j!(IF) andj!(IF) = Dx(F)·x. Thus ±1 = Cl (v)[F] = Dx(F).
(j*x)[FJ. Since (j*x)[FJ is an integer Dx(F) = 1 with an appropriate
choice of orientations. This is 5.2 (ii). 5.2 (i) is trivial.

CASE 3, n = 3:
By Hirzebruch's signature formula PI (F)[FJ = 3. Choose 9 E Zp as in
Case 2.

From Corollary 3.10 we have

8 2 ~ M ~
± cot (- )(1 - ci[F]) = ± cot(-) cot (-) cot (-)

2 1-cosfJ 2 2 2
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Here Cl = Cl (v(F, X)) and a, b, C are integers between 1 and (p - 1)/2.
As in case 2 we need the following lemma.

LEMMA 5.11. [D1]. Let P, f), a, b, c be as above. The only integral
solution for the equation

is k = +1 and a, b,c, E {l,p -1}.

Thus 5.2 (iii) is satisfied. Since 1 = cHv)[F] = Dx (F)2(j*x)[F]
we have Dx(F) = 1 with an appropriate choice of orientations. Since
Dx(F) = 1 Pl(F)[F] = 3 implies

Pl(F) - 3j*(x2
) (mod torsion)

we have

p(F) (1 + j*x2)3 (mod torsion)

Sketch of the proof of theorem 5.6.

We may assume that the eigenvalue of z = expe;i) E G for the
normal representation vx(F, X) for x E F is z. Thus from Corollary 3.10
we have

n zTni + 1
Sign(z,X) = L(F)£e(v(F,X»[F] + JI zTni -1

J=l

where 1 s: Imjl s: P;l. Here
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Since L(F) [F] = Sign F, the above equation becomes

n-l

(5.12)0 = (z - l)n(Sign(z, x) - Sign F) + 2z{ 2)z - l)n-l-k

k=O
n

X (e2C1
(V) - l)k}L(F)[F] - (z -It IT (Zffl; + 1) / (Zffl; -1).

j=1

It is easy to see from the definition of signature that ISign(z, x) 
SignFI :::; Sx where Sx is the sum of all Bet.ti numbers of X.

Now assume that p is sufficiently large. Then z is quite close to l.
Thus the first term of (5.12) is approximately equal to O. An extensive
estimation shows that the second term of (5.12) is approximately equal
to 2n ( D x ( F) ) n. Consider the third term.

Since I(zm - l)/(zm + 1)\ = Itanm7l"Jpl

the third term = I(z + 1t(z -It/(z + l)n IT(Zffl; + l)/(zm; -1)1

< 2n IT Itan( 7r Jp)/ tan(mj7r Jp )1·
Since 1 :::; Imjl :::; p;l, unless Imjl = 1 for all j,

the third term < 2nl tan7rJp/ tan 27rJpl

= 2n
-

1 (1 + tan2 7r Jp).

Thus unless Imjl = 1, 2n (D x (F)r is approximately equal to 2n
- 1 (1 +

tan2 7r Jp) < 2n for sufficiently large p which is impossible. Thus the
equation 5.12 hold for large p if Imjl = 1 and Dx(F) = 1. Again by an
appropriate choice of orientations we may a..,sume that mj = 1 for all j.
This proves 5.2. (ii) and (iii).

Since the Zp action on X induces the trivial Zp action on Rn(X; Q)
we have Sign(z,X) = SignX. Thus (5.12) becomes

n-l

(5.13)0 = (z - l)n(SignX - Sign F) + 2z{ I)z - It-1
-

k

k=O

x (e2XO _I)k }L(F)[F] - (z + It.
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Here Xo == j*x (mod torsion). This is an equation of z whose degree is at
most n. On the other hand zP = 1. Thus the coefficients of zi in (5.13)
must identically vanish if p ~ n +2. Therefore

the constant term = (Sign X - Sign F) - (-1t = o.

Hence SignX - SignF = (_l)n. Putting this into (5.13), we have

n-l
2z{ 2:)z _It-l-k(e2Xo - l)k }L(F)[F] = (1 + z)n - (1- zt.

k=O

Compare the coefficients of zi inductively on j. The value of (e2ZO


l)k L(F)[F] are uniquely determined for each k. This determines L(F)
uniquely because L(F) is a polynomial of IO' On the other hand type
lIo linear actions have p(F) = (1 + x5)n. Thus 5.2 (i) is true in general.

Sketch of the proof of theorem 5.7.

Consider the type lIo linear action of Zp on cpn with the fixed point
set cpn-l II P. Let v be the normal bundle of cpn-l in cpn. Then
the sphere bundle S(v) is equal to s2n-l. Moreover Zp acts linearly and
freely on S(v). We can radially extend this linear action on D2n . Actually
cpn is G diffeomorphic to D(v) US(v) D2n. Let f : F ---+ cpn-l be any
homotopy equivalence. Then s(f*v) is a homotopy sphere with free Zp
action. If s(f*v) is G difl"e<:>meJI'pplc to the above $(v) = S2n-\ since we
can extend the action of Zp on S(f*v) to D'ln, X = D(J*v) US(rv) D 2n
is a homotopy cpn with type lIo action of Zp such that X G = FliP.
Thus if we start with F such that p(F) =1= p(cpn-l), the above Zp action
on X is not algebraically standard.

It remains to show when S(f*v) is G diffeomorphic to S(v) = SZn-l.
Since Zp acts freely and linearly on S(v) = SZn-l the orbit space L =

S(v)/Zp is a standard lens space.
Since Zp also acts freely on S(f*v) the orbit space L' = S(!*v)/Zp is

a fake lens space. This implies that a homotopy equivalence f : F ---+

cpn-l induces a homotopy equivalence h : L' ---+ L. Let N be a
fixed oriented manifold. Take all possible (M, 1)'s such that M is an
oriented manifold and f : M ---+ N is a homotopy equivalence of degree
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1. Introduce an equivalence relation by saying that (M,!) rv (M', 1')
if there is a diffeomorphism rp : M --+ M' such that f is homotopic to
f' 0 rp. Let hS(N) be the set of equivalence classes of (M,!)'s.

From the previous observation we have the map

7r : hs(cpn-l)~ hS(L)

defined by 7r { (F, 1)} = {(L' , h)}. In general the set hS(N) does not have
a group structure. But the set hS(N) has a unique zero represented by

the identity map Id: N -+ N. Let Ker 7r = 7r-
1 ( {(L, Id)} ). Classical

surgery theoretic argument shows the following lemma.

LEMMA 5.14. [DMS]. Under the same hypothesis as theorem 5.7

IKer 71"1 = 00

Thus there are infinitely many homotopy equivalences f : F ~
cpn-l such that S(f*v)/Zp is diffeomorphic to a standard lens space
L. In this case the action of Zp on S(f* v) is free linear, which is G
diffeomorphic to a linear action on S(v) = s2n-l. A classical result
of Wall [Wa] says that diffeomorphism types of homotopy cpm's are
distinguished by their Pontrjagin classes up to finite ambiguity. Thus
there are infinitely many homotopy equivalences f : F --+ cpn-l with
p(F) =1= p(cpn-l) such that F appears as a component of fixed point
set of type Ho action on homotopy cpn X.

REMARK 5.15. Actually Lemma 5.14 is proved for a modified version
of hS(N). Namely in the dennition of hS(N) the map f : M ~ N is
a simple homotopy equivalence. So, to be precise, all homotopy equiv
alence in the proof of Theorem 5.7 should be simple homotopy equiv
alences. But the above way does not cause a serious difference in the
general idea of the proof
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